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Let X be a complex Banach space and 1~ p < to. LP(X) is the Lebesgue- 
Bochner space of X-valued integrable functions on the circle and HP(X) its Hardy 
type subspace {fsLP(X):f(n) =0 tm<O}. After studying the analytic (or Riesz) 
projection of X-valued functions, a representation of the dual space of HP(X) as a 
space of antianalytic functions on the disc is given which generalizes a result of 
Bukhvalov. Examples are constructed for bad behaviour of the analytic projection 
and of functions in this dual space if X does not belong to the well-known UMD 
class of Banach spaces. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a complex Banach space with dual space X’ and 1~ p < cc, 
l/p + l/q = 1. Let LP(X) := LP(I; X) be the Lebesgue-Bochner space [lS] 
of X-valued p th power integrable functions on the unit circle T with respect 
to normalized Lebesgue measure I on T. The space in the title of this paper 
is the vector-valued Hardy space HP(X) := {f~ Lp(X): f(n) = 0 Vn < 01, 
where f(n) = (1/27c) off e-I”’ dt denotes the n th Fourier coefficient of 
f(n E Z). As one might expect, HP(X) can also be realized, via Poisson 
integral, as a closed subspace of the Hardy space HP(X) := {f: D -+ X 
analytic: lifll,” := supoGr< 1 (1/2rc)jc IIf(re”)ll$dr< cc} (D denotes the 
unit disc). (These spaces “coincide” iff X has the “analytic Radon-Nikodym 
property” aRNP, see 2.7). The analogous spaces of X-valued antianalytic 
(resp. harmonic) functions are denoted by Rp(X) (resp. hP(X)). See 
Section 2 for details. 
It is classical that in the scalar theory (X= C) the duality HP’ E Rq 
holds; more precisely: the canonical map EJq -+ HP’, g H (fw J.fgdl.), is 
an isomorphism [ 17, 7.21. The crucial ingredient in the proof is the II IJp 
* This work is based on the author’s doctoral thesis written at the University of Munich. 
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boundedness of the “analytic (or Riesz) projection” L* + HP which assigns 
to the Lp functionf- C,“= --oo 3(n) e”” the HP functionf”- ~~=,3(,) e”“. 
Thus, if X is a Banach space such that the analogous map Lp(X) -+ HP(X), 
f~f” is defined and bounded, the isomorphism HP(X)= nq(X’) holds, 
and the converse is also true (4.5). This was observed first by Bukhvalov 
[S, Theorem 3.11 and rediscovered in [33]. Unfortunately, the class of 
Banach spaces admitting this analytic projection is very restrictive: it coin- 
cides with the well-known class UMD which is, e.g., smaller than the class 
of superreflexive Banach space (see 3.3). The question thus arises how to 
describe HP(X)’ for a general Banach space X. In this work, HP(X)’ is 
represented as a certain space Rz(X’) of antianalytic X’-valued functions 
on the disc (4.3, 4.4); this space contains Aq(X’) as a weak* sequentially 
dense subspace (4.6). In general, Rq(X’) is in @(X’) neither dense nor 
closed (4.7): e.g., sufficient for denseness is the Radon-Nikodym property 
of X’; in presence of aRNP it is also necessary. 
The connection of this description of HP(X)’ with the analytic projection 
is still very close: Rz(X’) consists exactly of the antianalytic projections of 
functions in hq(X’) (Corollary 4.5). (Note that for any harmonic function 
C,“= in; unrln’ein3 the analytic projection C,“=, a,~” can always be defined, 
see 3.1). It must be said, however, that the norm llgll,* ‘of a member 
g E Z?4,(X’) depends so explicitly on its action as a functional cm HP(X) that 
the representation theorem cannot be regarded as really satisfactory. My 
justification is, first, that the functions in E&X/)-which, anyhow, are the 
functionals on HP(X)-can enjoy a rather unwieldy boundary behaviour, 
even if X’ has the RNP (in which case g E &.(X’) is the limit in norm of 
the g,, g,(z) := g(rz), r < 1, see 4.7). Cf. the discussion in 4.8. This is 
exemplified by the examples living in cO, B (predual of JT [46]), 1’. These 
constructions might be of interest for other vector-valued Hardy spacers 
or harmonic analysts as well. Second, the result of Bukhvalov mentioned 
above subordinates itself naturally under the representation given here 
(4.5) and, anyway, some assertions about the position of Aq(X’) in 
@(XI) = HP(X)’ can be made (4.6, 4.7). 
I am not treating the case p = 1, since this has been done, for several 
variants of vector-valued H’ spaces, by Blasco [3] and Bourgain [S]. 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we collect 
preliminaries on vector-valued Hardy spaces. In Section 3, the analytic 
projection operators are introduced, and a first example is given of bad 
behaviour of this operation outside the UMD class (3.5). The representa- 
tion of HP(X)’ described informally above is carried out in Section 4. Last 
but not least, the construction of (counter-) examples fills Section 5. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES ON VECTOR-VALUED HARDY SPACES 
For a detailed discussion of the following, cf. [21, Sects. O-31. In what 
follows, D is the unit disc in C, T= dD the unit circle, 1. = d9/2n 
normalized Lebesgue measure on T. All spaces of integrable functions will 
be taken with respect to A, which is therefore suppressed in notation. xE is 
the indicator function of E c T. X, Y denote complex Banach spaces, X’ the 
dual space of X, B, (resp. 8,) the closed (resp. open) unit ball of X. The 
term “isometry” does not include surjectivity, whereas “isomorphism” does. 
Iffis an X-valued and g an X-valued function, (J g) stands for the scalar 
function (f( .), g( .)). C( r, X) has its usual meaning and is abbreviated as 
C(X); c := C(T; C). 
The basic theory of the Bochner integral and Bochner-Lebesgue spaces 
Lp(X) = Lp(& X) is supposed to be known [15, II]. I am going to explain 
the less familiar notion of Gel’fand integral and the spaces Lp(X’, X) first. 
Unless stated otherwise, 1 d p, q < co. 
2.1. Gel’fand Integral; Spaces Lp(X’, A’) 
A function f: T + X’ is called scalarly integrable (w.r.t. X) if the function 
(x,f): T + @ is integrable for all x E X. In this case, for any Bore1 set 
EC T, the Gel’fand integral (G) f&d,? E X’ is well-defined by the formula 
(x, (G) jd% := SE <x,.f > dk x E X [ 15, p. 531. The symbol (G) will 
often be suppressed. 
Now recall that the Banach lattice Lp(I; R) is order complete [28, p. 4-J; 
i.e., every order-bounded subset of Lp has a supremum in Lp (supremum 
in the sense of order in Lp, denoted by Lp-sup). Put 
9P(x’,X)=2’p(%;X’,X):= {f: T+X’:(XJ)EL~V/XEX 
and { ((x,f)l : (Ix(( d 1 } is order bounded in Lp}. 
Following Bukhvalov [S, 0.1, one defines forfE yp(x’, X) the Lp function 
us:= Lp-sup,,X,, <, 1 (x,f)l and the semi-norm /lfll, := IIu~llp. The null 
space of the semi-norm 11. JIp on yJ’(X’, X) is easily recognized as 
(fE~p(X’,X):vXEX:(X,f)=O a.e.>. (Note that in the formulation 
“Vx~X:(x,f)=0 a.e.” the exceptional null set depends on x. Typical 
example: f: T+f2(T),f(t):=e,, the tth unit vector. We have /if(. = 1, 
but Ilf Ilp = 0.1 
Finally, put LP(x’, X) = Lp(I1; X’, X) := .9p(X’, X)//l .1/;‘(O) with the 
associated norm I]qllp = (If IJp (fe cp E Lp(X’, X)). For cp E Lp(X’, X), 
(x, cp ) E Lp(x E X), and (G) SE CpdA (E c T Borel) are well-defined, since 
independent of the choice of representative. Obviously, we have 
LP(X’) c Lp(X’, X) as a closed subspace (i.e., the canonical map is an 
isometry, cf., e.g., [21, (0.5)4’]). 
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Now let l/p + l/q = 1, f~ LP(X), gELY(X’, X). It is not hard to 
see [21, (0.5) 5’1 that (f, g): T+ C is a (well-defined!) member of L’ 
satisfying ST I(f,g)l dA< Ilfll, llgll,, so that g acts as a bounded .linear 
functional of norm at most 11 glly on Lp(X). The importance of the space 
Lq(X’, X) lies in the fact that it is the exact dual space of Lp(X) 
(1 <p< co): 
THEOREM. Let X be a Banach space, 1 d p < 00, l/p + l/q = 1. The map 
Lq(X’, X)+Lp(X)‘,gt+{ (.,g)dA=: (.,g) 
T  
is a (well-defined) isometric isomorphism. 
This description of Lp(X)’ is due to Bukhvaiov [6, Theorem 71, 
[7, Theorem 4.11, [S, Theorem 0.11. It is in a canonical sense equivalent 
[21, (0.7)] to the perhaps more widespread representation of Lp(X)‘, using 
the upper integral, due to Ionescu-Tulcea [24, VII, Theorem 7, Corollary, 
Theorem 9, Corollary] and Schwartz [36, Theorem (5.1)]. 
2.2. Poisson Integral; Spaces LT(X’, X) 
For 9 E Lp(X’, X), we denote by 9(n) = l? e-“” 9(t) dt/2n E X’ the 
nth Fourier coefficient (no Z) and by P[9]: D -+ X’, P[q](re”) := 
JF P,($ - t) q(t) dt/2n the Poisson integral of 9. (The integrals are, of 
course, Gel’fand integrals.) Here P, is the Poisson kernel, 
P,(t) = 
1 -r2 
1 - 2r cos t + r2’ 
An easy computation yields, as in the scalar case, P[q](re”)= 
C,“= --oo 4(n) rl”’ e’“’ with absolutely and in D locally uniformly convergent 
series. 
Now let Yc X’ be a Banach subspace. The following conditions on 
9 E Lp(x’, X) are equivalent [21, Lemma la(1.5)]: 
I CpdA E Y VE c T Borel; E s T  gcpdlle YVgeLqc+i= 1); 
4(n) E Y VneE; fTvl(z) E y QzED. 
The space of those 9 E Lp(X’, X) is denoted by LP,(X’, X); obviously 
Lp( Y) c LP,(X’, X) c Lp(X’, X) as closed subspaces. 
An important feature of functions in Lp( Y)-that is, of the strongly 
measurable members of LP,(X’, X)-is exhibited in the following 
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THEOREM. Let f~ L”( Y) (1 G p < ~1) (uesp. ,j‘~ C( Y)). Then P, * f’+ / 
(r + 1) in L”(Y) (resp. in C(Y)). 
Proof: Since translation in the argument of a function J’E LP( Y) (resp. 
C(Y)) is a continuous map T-+ Lp( Y) (resp. C(Y)) [23, 3.81 (here the 
Bochner integrability enters), the scalar proof (e.g., [26, pp. 10, 121) can be 
carried over without difficulty (cf. [S, Theorem 2.1; 21, Satz (1.11 )]). 
COROLLARY. Trigonometric polynomials xf= N y, e’“” (JJ,, E Y) are 
dense in Lp( Y), 1 < p < w, and in C(Y). 
2.3. Cauchy Integral; Spaces L:(Y) and L”,,,(X’, X) 
For YE Lp(X’, X), we denote by C[p]: D +X’, C[q](re’“) := 
s? C,($ - t) q(t) dt/2n the Cauchy integral of cp. Here C, is the Cauchy 
kernel, C,(t) = l/( 1 - re”). C[q] is an analytic X’-valued function with 
Taylor series C[q](z) = C,“=, e(n) z”; in particular, C[q]: D -+ Y if 
cp E LP,(X’, X), where Yc X’ is a Banach subspace. Comparing the 
coelicients of P[q] and C[q] yields: $5(n) = 0 Vn <Oo P[q] is 
analytic o P[v] = C[q]. Any q E Lp(X’, X) with these properties is called 
“of analytic type” (“analytic” for short). The (obviously closed) subspace of 
analytic members of Lp(X’, X) (resp. LP,(X’, X)) (resp. Lp( Y)) is denoted 
by L,P(X’, X) (resp. LT,u(X’, X)) (resp. L;(Y)); of course, L,P(Y)c 
LpyJX’, X) c L,p(X’, X). 
As a corollary of Theorem 2.2, “analytic” polynomials C,“= 0 yn ein3 
(y,,~ Y) are dense in L:(Y), 16p<a. 
2.4. Spaces hP( Y) and hP( Y) 
We define hP( Y) := {u: D -+ Y harmonic: I/u(lp< co}, where IIullP= 
supr< i l/u, lip and u,: T -+ Y; u,(e”) := u(re”). A word on the notion of a 
Banach space valued harmonic function seems in order. Exactly as in the 
better known case of holomorphic functions [23, Chap. III.21 any two 
reasonable definitions of harmonicity for a Banach space valued function 
are equivalent. To be more specific, any of the following conditions on 
u: D + Y implies all the others [21, (1.3)]: 
(i) u is strongly harmonic, i.e., u& C*(D, Y) and Au = 0. 
(ii) u is weakly harmonic, i.e., (u, y’) is harmonic Vy’ E Y’. 
(iii) (If Y = X’) u is weak* harmonic, i.e., (x, u ) is harmonic Vx E X. 
(iv) 3y,~ Y (n E Z) such that u(re”) =C,“=, y, t-l”’ ern3 in D with 
absolutely and locally uniformly convergent series. 
By the usual subharmonicity argument it is easily proved that lIu,ljP 
increases with r for u: D -+ Y harmonic, 1 <p < 00 [21, (1.4)]. Also, one 
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has the scale ~‘(Y)I~~(Y)~I~~(Y)=J~~(Y) if l<p<q<co, the inclu- 
sions are of norm Q 1. 
The following Poisson integral representation theorem Lx 
Theorem (1.5)] is essentially a concise formulation of results of Grosset&e 
[ 18, Sect. l] and Bukhvalov [8, Theorem 2.31. Let Y c X’ as in 2.2 (e.g., 
x:= Y’l. 
THEOREM. The Poisson integral defines 
1” an isometry P: Lb(X’, X) + h’( Y), cp H P[q] 
2” an isometric isomorphism P: LP,(X’, X) + hP( Y), qt+P[q] if 
l<p<co. 
For the sake of clarity, I remark that the isometry in 1” is never surjec- 
tive (except Y = 0). The full representation space for h’(Y) would be M(Y), 
the space of Y-valued (a-additive) vector measures with bounded variation 
on the Bore1 sets of T [18, Sect. 1; 20, Theorem 3.1; 21, Theorem (1.5); 30, 
Theorem 2.31. The space L\(X’, X) appearing above corresponds via the 
identification cp H cpdk exactly to the subspace M,(Y) consisting of 
A-absolutely continuous members of M(Y) ([21, Theorem (0.8), 4”]; this is 
essentially the “generalized theorem of Lebesgue-Nikodym” [ 16, Sect. 13, 
Theorem 51). 
DEFINITION. hP( Y) := (P[q] :cp E Lp( Y)}, 1 f p 6 03. Thus hP( Y) c 
hP( Y) is a closed subspace and hP( Y)zLp( Y) isometrically; for p ~q, 
hq( Y) c hP( Y) with norm < 1. 
Functions in these spaces behave well as regards boundary values: 
PROPOSITION. Zf u = P[q] E hP( Y) with cp E Lp( Y), then lim, _ 1 u(re’$) = 
(p(9) a.e. Conversely, if 1 < p < CO, u E hP( Y) and lim,, , u(re”) =: u*(9) 
exists a.e., then a* E Lp( Y) and u = P[u*] E hP( Y). Summing up, hP( Y) = 
{uEhP(Y):u has radial limits a.e.}, 1 <p<co. 
ProoJ [S, Theorem 2.5; 11, Proposition 3; cf. 21, Satz (l.ll)]. (The 
proposition persists if radial limits are replaced by angular limits [21, 
Corollary (1.9)]. 
2.5. Spaces N(Y), ZZp( Y), and HP(Y) 
The analytic vector-valued Hardy spaces HP(Y) are defined in the range 
O<pdm as 
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H”( Y) := {,f: D + Y analytic: ~~fj~ x = sup li,f(~)ji < cc ). 
.t II 
Thus, of course, Hp( Y) = {YE hP( Y) : f is analytic 1, 1 < p < x’. We also 
define the vector-valued Nevanlinna class 
N(Y):= f:D-+Yanalytic: ~~,/.~~,,:=s~pexp~~~~In+~~f(~e”~)~~~<~~. 
ICI 
Again, the suprema are increasing limits as r /” 1 [21, (2.4)] and we have 
the scale 
N(Y) 1 HP(Y) II H4( Y) XI H”(Y) if O<p6q<ocj; 
the first inclusion is because 1) f 11; ,< 1 + I/f )/ ,” for f: D + Y analytic (use 
Jensen’s inequality); the other inclusions are clearly of norm d 1. We will 
make use of the following result due to Danilevich [ 14, Theorem 1.41 in a 
more general Frechet space setting. For a simpler proof in the Banach 
space context see [21, Satz (2.14)]. 
PROPOSITION. Let X he a separable Banach space and f E N(X’). Then 
lim,, i f(re’“) exists ae. (9) in (X’, a(X’, X)). 
Returning to the range 1 6 p < co, the following Poisson integral 
representation theorem is, at least if p > 1, a trivial consequence of the 
preceding one (2.4), by the remarks made in 2.3. It is due to Ryan [34, 
Theorems 1 and 3; 35, Theorem 23 in special cases and Bukhvalov [S, 
Theorem 2.71 in general form. Cf. also [21, Theorem (2.5)]. Let again 
Yc X’. 
THEOREM. For 1 < p d co the Poisson (or Cauchy) integral defines an 
isometric isomorphism 
P: L;,II(X’, X) -+ HP(Y), cp t-b PCVI = av1. 
In view of Theorem 2.4 (1”) and the remarks following it, the theorem 
for p = 1 is tantamount to the knowledge that every “analytic” member of 
M(Y) is already in M,(Y), i.e., the vector-valued F and M. Riesz theorem 
[ 18, 2. Corollary; 21, Theorem (2.3); 25, p. 316; 35, Theorem l] which in 
turn is a trivial consequence of the scalar-valued one. 
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DEFINITION. HP(Y) := {P[q]:cp~L,p(Y)}, 1 <pPco. Thus HP(Y)c 
W(Y) is a closed subspace and for 1 f p < q 6 CO, H4( Y) c HP( Y). 
As one might expect, the assertions of Proposition 2.4 hold for HP(Y) in 
the full range 1 d p < co; that is, HP(Y) = {f~ HP( Y):f has a.e. radial (or 
angular) limits}, 1 < p < co [ll, Proposition 1; 21, (2.7)]. In most of what 
follows, we will identify the spaces HP(Y) and L,P( Y), more precisely: 
cp E L,P( Y) with P[q] E HP( Y) and f~ HP(Y) with its boundary value 
f * E I,:( Y). 
2.6. Radon-Nikodjm Property (RNP) 
Bukhvalov and Danilevich [ 111 were the first to recognize the close 
connection between the Radon-Nikodjm property (RNP) [15] and the 
theory of vector-valued hP spaces. Their result may be summarized as 
follows [ 11, Theorem 2 and Remark]: Y has RNP iff hP( Y) = hP( Y) for 
one (all) p E (1, cc). Various extensions of this theorem, as regards the 
extreme values of p, have been given independently by Blasco [2] and the 
author [21]. I state here only what is needed later. 
THEOREM. Y has the RNP iff h”( Y) = h”( Y) (that is, by Proposition 2.4, 
iff every bounded harmonic function u: D + Y has radial limits a.e.). 
Proof [2, Theorem 2.2; 21, Satz (1.12)]. 
2.7. Analytic Radon-Nikodgm property (aRNP) 
This notion was introduced and studied first by Bukhvalov and 
Danilevich [S; 11-j. 
DEFINITION-THEOREM. A Banach space Y has the analytic Radon- 
Nikodym property if the following equivalent properties are satisfied: 
1” H”(Y) = H”(Y) (that is, by 2.5, every bounded analytic function 
f: D + Y has radial limits a.e.). 
2” For all PE [l, co], HP(Y) = HP( Y) (that is, by 2.5, every 
f E HP( Y) has radial limits a.e.). 
3” Every fe N(Y) has radial limits a.e. 
Proof. (cf. [ll], Proposition 2, 2. Corollary; 21, Satz (2.9)]. It 
obviously suffices to show 1” = 3”. But this follows trivially from the 
vector-valued F. and R. Nevanlinna theorem [21, Satz (2.8)]: If f e N( Y), 
then f = g/h with g E H”( Y), h E H”, h without zeroes. 
For example, cO does not have aRNP: consider f: D + cO, 
f(z) :=wnEN. It is also clear from the above that RNP implies aRNP. 
The converse is not true; an example is provided by the space L’ which has 
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aRNP, as does every Banach lattice not containing co. This major result is 
again due to Bukhvalov and Danilevich (Cl 1, Theorem 1; see 21, (3.5 ). 
(3.6)] for a simplified proof using semi-embeddings). 
3. ANALYTIC PROJECTION 
As in the scalar-valued case (e.g., [ 17, Chap. 7]), the analytic (or Riesz) 
projection is intimately connected with the description of duals of Hardy 
spaces. Let Y c X’. 
3.1. DEFINITION. For a harmonic function U: D + Y with series 
u(re’$) = C,“= ~cc ynrln’ern9, let u’: D + Y be the analytic function uU(z) = 
C,“=, ynzn. z/’ is called the analytic projection of U. 
Thus, for q E LL(X’, X), P[q]” (z) = C,“=, 4(n) zn = C[cp](z); for 
simplicity, this will often be abbreviated to cp”(z). There may or may 
not be a IC/ELL(X’, X) with P[$] = P[q]” (equivalently, with formal 
Fourier series II/ N C,“=, e(n) e ‘n-9); if there is, this (necessarily unique) 
II/ is also denoted by rp“ and called the analytic projection of cp. For 
example, the analytic projection of a trigonometric polynomial (p(e”) = 
C,“= ..- N Y, e’“” (y, E Y) is cp”(e’“) = Cf=, y,leing. 
For technical reasons, the antianalytic projection, denoted by ‘u, “rp, will 
also be used: For U, cp as above, %(rei9) = Ci = _ 3c ynrlnl erng = C,“=, y-, .? 
(z = r-e”), “P[cp](z) = CE= ~~ e(n) z” = c[q](z) =: “q(z), etc. (Here c 
denotes convolution with the complex conjugate of the Cauchy kernel.) It 
is the “adjoint” of the analytic projection in the sense that, e.g., for 
trigonometric polynomials cp: T + Y, t,b: T + Y’: (I$, $ ) = s ((pa, $) di = 
S(cp,“IC/)d~=(cp,“II/)(=~,,,~(n)~(-n)). 
3.2. DEFINITION-NOTE. For 1 < p < co, we say “Y admits analytic 
projection (p)” if u M u” is a bounded operator hP( Y) + HP( Y). Equivalent 
conditions are: cp H (pLI is a bounded operator Lp( Y) -+ L,P( Y) (or, by den- 
seness, only on the trigonometric polynomials); alternatively: cp H C[p] is 
a bounded operator Lp( Y) + HP(Y). One can also show [22] that it is the 
same to demand that u H u” is a bounded operator hP( Y) --) HP(Y), or that 
HP(Y) is complemented in hP( Y), or that HP(Y) is complemented in hP( Y). 
By duality (see 3.1), Y admits analytic projection (p) iff Y’ admits [anti-] 
analytic projection (q), l/p + l/q = 1 [S, Theorem 3.1; 21, Corollary (5.4)]. 
3.3. Known Results. It is part of the folklore ([8, p. 1057; 12, 
Lemmas 3,4; 13, p. 66; 19; see 21, Sect. 51 for a detailed exposition) that 
Lp( Y)-boundedness of the analytic projection is equivalent to 
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Lp(Iw; Y)-boundedness of the Hilbert transform H, where Hf(s) = 
lim ,+0(1/n) jE<,t--S,<m f(t)/(s - t) dt a.e. (s E iw). 
By the work of Burkholder [12; 133 and Bourgain [4; S] this, in turn, 
is equivalent to the probabilistic UMD condition on Y, and also to the 
geometric notion of <-convexity. See also [32]. In particular, the condition 
is independent of p E (1, 00) and implies superreflexivity [ 1, Proposition 2; 
29, Remark 41. 
In [4, 3.1 (cf. also [32, Proposition 21) superreflexivity of Y is derived 
already from L”( Y) - L’( Y)-boundedness of the Y-valued Hilbert trans- 
form on the circle (=conjugate function operator, which is trivially 
equivalent to the analytic projection, too). In a similar vein, we have 
3.4. PROPOSITION. Suppose d’ E N( Y) for all u E h”( Y). Then aRNP 
implies RNP for Y. 
Proof. To derive RNP for Y, one has to show that every u E h”( Y) has 
radial limits a.e. (2.6). Putting u(z) := u(Z), so that UE h”( Y) as well, one 
easily obtains u(z) = us(z) + “u(z) - u(O) = us(z) + o’(2) - u(O). By assump- 
tion, u’, un E N( Y), and if Y has aRNP it follows that ua, ua have radial 
limits a.e. (2.7), whence the same holds for u. 
3.5. EXAMPLE (L’). The proposition says in other words that if 
YE aRNP\RNP, then analytic projection cannot map h”(Y) into N(Y). 
Moreover, the proof tells one how to produce examples: Take any 
u E h”( Y) without a.e. existing boundary values, then necessarily U’ # N( Y). 
As a concrete example, consider Y := L’ and u: D+ L’, u(re’“) := 
P,(9 - . ). u is harmonic, e.g., by condition (ii) of 2.4, and liu(z)ll y = 1 for 
all ZED, thus uEhm(Y). 
Since the series expansion of u is u(re”) =C,“= --oo e,rl”l eina, where 
e, E L’, e,(w) = eFinw, we have zF(z) = xzZ0 e,z” = C,($ - .) (z = re’“), so 
that 
y, does not depend on 9, yr L 1, and, as r -+ 1, 
yr= 2n1dt+* 
I 0 ll-re”l 2n ( 
since&+!H’), 
so that indeed fp In+ IIu”(reia)II ,, (d9/2n) = In y, + co, i.e., u” $ N(L’). 
Keeping Y = L’ fixed, I will show now that analytic projection is not a 
bounded operator C(Y) -+ N( Y) in the sense that SUP~~~~), ,,f,,,G, ilf”llo 
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= cc: Take u as above and, for R < 1, put ~~(67”) = u(Re”). Then uR E C( Y) 
with /IuR /) ,~ = 1 for all R. On the other hand, as is easy to see, (u,)” (z) = 
u”(Rz). Thus, as computed above, iI( ( re”“)II y= IIuU(Rre’,9)I~ k =jlK,. 
hence 1: In+ II(u~)~ (~e~.‘~)/l y cily,/27t = In ;lRr --t In yK(r + 1). This means 
Il(uR)(II10 = eyR -+ cc (R -+ I), as asserted. 
As a corollary, analytic projection is not a bounded operator (and thus, 
by the closed graph theorem, not an operator at all) C(L’) + HP(L’) for 
any p > 0, or, what amounts to the same, it is not 11 /I J[ - /I . II,-bounded on 
the L’-valued trigonometric polynomials. Note that even for p = 1 this does 
not follow directly from the result about superreflexivity quoted in 3.3, 
since the first part of its proof, proceeding along the lines of [31, 23.1 
works with step functions and thus outside C(Y). For further examples of 
bad behaviour of the analytic projection see Sections 5.225.4. 
4. THE DUAL SPACE OF HP(X) 
Let X be a complex Banach space and 1 < p < co, I/p + l/q = 1. Recall 
from Section 2 the identifications 
HP(X)=L,P(X)= {f~L~(X):~(n)=oVn<o), 
P(X’) = L,y(X’, X) = {g E L4(X’, X)#n) = 0 vn c O}. 
We define R~(X’):=(~EL~(X’,X):~(~)=OV~>O}, H;(X’):={ge 
L4(X’, X): g(n) = 0 Vn GO}. (Obviously, on the disc we have via Poisson 
integral E?“(X) = { g(Z):g(z) E HY(X’)}, H;(X’) = {g E H4(X’):g(0) = O}.) 
The spaces Rq(X’) (resp. H;(X’)) are defined analogously, namely as 
L4(X’) n ZP(X’) (resp. Lq(X’) n H;(X)). 
4.1. Preliminary discussion 
By general Banach space theory, HP(X)’ = LP(X)‘/HP(X)‘, where 
HP(X)’ is the annihilator of HP(X) in Lp(X)‘. In Section 2.1, Lp(X)’ was 
identified as Lq(x’, X), and HP(X)’ c Ly(X’, X) is easily recognized as 
H,4(X’), since analytic polynomials are dense in HP(X) (2.3). We arrive at 
the description HP(X)’ = L4(x’, X)/Hi(X’) (canonically isometrically 
isomorphic), but of course one aims at a description of HP(X)’ as a space 
of functions, not equivalence classes. 
Consider the canonical injective operators a4(X’) + HP(X)‘, g r-+ ( ., g) 
=J(.,g)dA; Z7 ‘(X’) + Lq(x’, X)/H;(r), which is the composition 
Aq(X’) 4 L4(X’, X)-++L4(x’, X)/298(X’). It is trivial that the diagram 
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/ 
HP(X)’ 
Ry X’) 
hm 
II 
LY(X’, X)/fP(X’) 
commutes. If X is a UMD space, then J is an isomorphism, since J - ’ is 
then given by the antianalytic projection cp H”(P, Lq(X’, X)--r Rq(X’) 
modulo its kernel H;(Y). Vice versa, if J is an isomorphism, it is 
immediate to verify that 
Lqx’, x)+Lqx’, X)/H;(Y) “lr, Rq(x’) 
is the antianalytic projection. We arrive at a theorem of Bukhvalov [8, 
Theorem 3.11: HP(X)’ g Bq( X’) canonically o X admits analytic projec- 
tion (p) o X’ admits [anti-] analytic projection (q), i.e., XE UMD (see 
3.2, 3.3). 
(Let me point out, with Professor Bukhvalov’s kind permission, that in 
[8] the scalar multiplication in X’ is to be understood as (1x’) := Xx’(x) 
(A EC, XE X, x’ E xl), as defined in [37, V.1.21. This makes the dual 
pairing (x, x’) :=x’(x) sesquilinear and allows one to replace nq(X’) by 
Hq(X’) in all of these considerations [8; 10, Sect. 23. Alternatively, the 
latter effect could also be achieved by giving the dual pairing (f, g), 
defined as J (f(e”), g(e”)) &(t) here and in [8] (fe Lp(X), ge Lq(X’, X)), 
the new meaning s (f(e”), g(e-j’)) &(t), as in [lo, p. 391, similar to the 
case of Bergman spaces in [9,3(2)].) 
The problem arises to describe HP(X)’ for a general Banach space X as 
a space of functions-the more, since the UMD condition on X is 
extremely restrictive. The description (4.4) of HP(X)’ as &(X’), a space of 
antianalytic X-valued functions on the disc, is an attempt in this direction. 
Since the norm ligl\,* of g E Ay*(X’) depends rather explicitly on g’s action 
as a functional on HP(X), this answer is not really satisfactory. For 
instance, in the concrete case X= c,, it does not yield an illuminating 
description of HP(c,)‘, but this might well be in the nature of things 
because of the bad behaviour of l’-valued analytic projection exhibited in 
Example 5.4 (cf. Remark 5.4). On the other hand, Bukhvalov’s theorem 
mentioned above subordinates itself in a natural way as a special case (4.5), 
and some assertions about the position of Rq(x’) in HP(X)’ =a;(X’) can 
be made (4.6, 4.7). 
In what follows, for a function f on D and 0 < r < 1, fr denotes the 
function f,(z) =f(rz) on D and/or on T. If f is defined on T (and P[f ] 
makes sense), f, means P[ f 1, = Ppf 
4.2. LEMMA. Let 0 G r < 1, f: D +X, g: D +x’ harmonic with corre- 
580/92/2-4 
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sponding series expansions ,f’(re’“) = C,“= ~~~ f(n) +“~e”“‘, g(re”-l) = 
C,“= ~ x g(n) rlN’e”z.P. 
1" f~hP(X)=LP(X)=>(.f;g,)=C~=. T (f(-n), g(n))r”’ 
2” gEhq(X’)=LY(X’, X)* (f,,g> =C;F= , (f(n), S( -n)) r”‘. 
In particular, iff E Lp(X) and g E LY(X’, X), then (L g,) = (f,. g). 
Proof: fr(ei3) = C,“= _,f(n) rin’e’*” with uniformly convergent series on 
T (r is fixed). Thus 
(fr, g) = f j'" (f(n) r”‘ein9, g(e’“)) dA(9) 
n=-m 0 
= f (J(n), g( -n)) +I. 
?I= --5 
The other equality is proved in the same way. 
COROLLARY. Let f E Lp(X), g: D + X’ harmonic, 0 d r, R < 1. 
1" ("ftg.Qr)= (fIz,gr) 
2” gEh4(X’)=LY(X’, X)= (Ag)=lim,,, (f,g,). 
Proof: 1” Apply the lemma to g,. 
2” Follows from the lemma and (f, g) = lim,, 1 (f,., g); the latter 
because fr + f in Lp(X) (2.2). 
Part 2 of this corollary says, in other words, that g, -+ g as r + 1 weak* 
in h4(X’) = L”(X’, X) = Lp(X)‘, a fact which also follows directly from the 
general theory of Poisson integral representation [S, Theorem 2.1; 21, 
Bemerkung (1.5)]. 
4.3. DEFINITION. Let 1 < q < co, l/p + l/q = 1. &(X’) := (g: D + X’ 
antianalytic: 11 g/l ,* := sup, G r < I )I g, I/ nPCXj, < co }. (Note that g, is in R4( X’), 
thus in HP(X)’ after the discussion in 4.1.) 
Remarks. Let g: D + X’ be antianalytic. 
1” &(X’) with I(. iI,* is a normed space (completeness will follow 
later). 
2” II g, II HP(X)’ increases to II gll,* as r 7 1. 
3” ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Il~~,~~lly~~Ayll~ll~~~yll~ll~, where 4 is a con- 
stant independent of g (and X), and thus Aq(X’) c R:(X) c { g: D -+ X’ 
antianalytic: sup,,,,, G 1 11 (x, g ) I( 4 < CC }, the first inclusion being continuous. 
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4” gER(X’)* llg\l,*= I/gl(np,,,,; in particular:fEHP(X), gER4(X’) 
* I(f, &?)I G llfll, Ilgll4*. 
5” 11 g, II,*= llg, I/ Hp(Xr increases to (I gll,* as r/* 1; in particular, for 
.I-EH~(X), gE~;W’)> r< 1: I<.Lg,)l G IV-II, IIg,Il:f Ilfll, llg/l,*. 
Proof: 1” If at all, only “(IgIl,*= 0 * g = 0” requires proof. llgll,*= 0 
means ( ., g, ) = 0 in HP(X)‘, hence g, = 0 in Rq(X’) (all r), the canonical 
map Rq(X’) -HP(X) being injective. Hence g(rz)=O VrE [0, 1) VZE D, 
i.e., g = 0. 
2” Take arbitrary r, R E [0, 1). By Corollary 4.2, l”, 
11 gr,II HP(X)’ = suP I(fR,&>l G suP I(F?g,)l = Iigr/iHP(X)‘~ 
:;fr’Y 
FEHP(X) 
P. llqn s 1 
3” First inequality: Fix XEX, (Ix/J < 1, r < 1. Of course, (x, g),= 
(x, g,) E A4 E HP’ by scalar theory (or the discussion in 4.1). Hence (cf. 
Cl79 P. 1131) 
saq;;!$<, II (LgJdAl P- 
= A, 11 gr 11 HP(X)‘. 
Now let r --) 1. 
Second inequality: 
IIgllcysuP SUP IcLgr)l =sup Ikrllq= Ilgll,. 
f-i 1 fs LJJ(X) rtl 
llfllp G 1 
4” By Lemma 4.2, if g E $!q(X’), 
lIgll,*=suP “P I(f,>g)l G sup I<F>g)l = II&P(X),. 
rc 1 fcHP(X) FsHP(X) 
llfllp G 1 IlFllpG 1 
On the other hand, by Corollary 4.2, 2”, 
II gll HP(X)’ = SUP llim CL g,)l Q SUP 
jeHP(X) r-l 
SUP I<J s,>l = Ilglly*. 
lI/llp G 1 
/E HP(X) r < I 
II/lip G 1 
5” Apply 4” to g,; then 2”. 
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4.4. THEOREM. The mup &(X’) + H”(X)‘, g H G, where Gj’:= 
lim r+l (f,g,)=lim,+, (f,, g,) (f~ HP(X)) is u (well-d+ed) isometric 
isomorphism. 
Note. If g E @(X’), then g defines the functional ft+ (A g) on HP(X). 
On the other hand, by Remark 4.3, 3”, g E &.(X’) as well and thus defines, 
after the theorem, the functional f‘++ lim, _ 1 (f, gr). Fortunately, these two 
coincide, by Corollary 4.2, 2”. 
Proof of Theorem. First of all, for f~ HP(X), g E R;(X’), by 
Remark 4.3. 5” 
l(fr,gr)- (f,g,)l6 llf”-fll, Ilsll,*-0 (r+ 11, 
since fr -+ fin Lp(X), as noted earlier. Thus we can dispose of the (f,, gr) 
version. 
Now fix g E &(X’). For distinction, the functionalft-+ (f, g,) on HP(X) 
(earlier identified with g,) will be denoted by G, (0 <r < 1). We have 
sup, < 1 II G, II r,p(xr = l/g/,*< co. If f is an analytic monomial f(e”) = xeimg 
(xEX, m>O), then lim,, i G,f exists: After Remark 4.3, 3”, (x, g) E 
P c LY, whence (f, g,> = j e’“’ (x,gr)dW2~ = (x,g,)” C-m) = 
ym(x,g)” (-m)+ (x,g)h (-m) as r--+ 1. Since analytic monomials 
form a total subset of HP(X) (2.3), Gf :=lim,, , (f, gr) exists for all 
f E HPW), GE HP@‘)‘, and IIGII 6 II gll if. 
If G = 0, the calculation above yields (x, g) A (fl =o VH < 0 VXE X, 
hence (x, g) = 0 in Bq Vx E X, i.e., g = 0. This proves injectivity. 
Surjectivity and other estimates: Let GE HP(X)’ be given. Choose a 
Hahn-Banach extension GE Lp(X)‘, llGj/ = [IGIl; by 2.1, G is given by 
2~ Lq(X’, X), llg/lq= l[Gll = IIGIl. Put g := “g: D-+X’, the antianalytic 
projection of g. For f E HP(X), by Lemma and Corollary 4.2, 
Thus g represents G and Ilgll,*=s~~,,~ SUpfEHP(x),,,,,,pG1 I(Lg,)l d IIGIL 
which completes the proof. 
In particular, Q(X’) is a Banach space. In terms of the canonical 
isometric isomorphism Ly(X’, X)/&(X’) + HP(X)’ (4.1), the proof yields 
COROLLARY. Lq(X’, X)/H;(X’) -+ R;(X’), [CJJ] t+“‘p is an isometric 
isomorphism. In particular, &(X’) consists exactly of the antianalytic 
projections offunctions in L4(X’, X) = hq(X’). (Here [ .] denotes equivalence 
class mod Hz(X’).) 
I want to show now that Bukhvalov’s theorem already derived in 
Section 4.1 is contained in Theorem 4.4: 
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4.5. COROLLARY (Bukhvalov). HP(X)’ z l?(Y) under the canonical map 
(see 4.1) iffX admits analytic projection (p) (i.e., XEUMD, see 3.4). 
Proof. In view of Theorem (and note) 4.4, HP(X)’ 2 RY(X’) (canoni- 
cally) iff &(x’) = Rq(X’) as spaces of functions on the disc, with (then 
automatically (4.3, 3”)) equivalent norms 1) . /I ,*, 11. I( q. Suppose this holds, 
and let II . II q < C,II . 11:. For any trigonometric polynomial f~ LJ’(X), 
f” E HP(X), whence 
Ilfallp= SUP Iu-“,g)l6 SUP IW,g)l 
gEm(X’) gc m(Y) 
llgll; G 1 IlgllqGCq 
= sup I CL g)l f c,Ilfll, 
Fgw q<c‘q 
(last equality because g is of antianalytic type), so that X admits analytic 
projection (p). Conversely, if this latter condition is fulfilled with norm A,, 
say, then for any g: D -+ X’ antianalytic, 
llgllq=suP I/grll,=~uP sup I(f,gr)l 
r< 1 r < I fc LP(X) 
Ilf Ilp < 1 
= sup sup IW,gr)l <sup sup I<FT&)l 
r< 1 /ELP(X) r-c 1 EEHP(X) 
Ilf lip G 1 IIqoG Ap 
so that i74,(x’) = J?“(X) (with equivalent norms). 
I continue with some assertions about the position of Aq(X’) in @(xl). As 
regards the weak* topology, 
4.6. PROPOSITION. 1” If gE R:(Y), then lim,, 1 g, = g in the weak* 
topohy dRz(X’), HP(X)), and II g, II tr II Al,* as r /* 1. 
2” Antianalytic polynomials are weak* sequentially dense in R:(X). 
What is more, BpeC,,, n { antianalytic polynomials} is weak* sequentially 
dense in BpeCXS). 
Proof: 1” Clear by Note 4.4 and Remark 4.3, 5”. 
2” Note that weak* denseness alone of antianalytic polynomials in 
&(X’) would follow already from the “abstract” criterion: Y a Banach 
(or locally convex) space, T/c Y’ a vector subspace, then V is weak* dense 
in Y’ iff LV:={y~Y:(y,y’)=O V~‘EV}=O. Put here Y:=HP(X), 
V := { antianalytic polynomials}. 
To prove (the second assertion of) 2”, take gE BRIcXG) and choose a 
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sequence rn 7 1, then g,” E Ry(X’), g,” -+ g weak* (n -+ r;~) and l(g,” /I;< 
Ilgll$ d 1. Put h,, :=~,g,., then also h,,~n~(X’), h, -+ g weak* and 
Ilk IIt< 1, i.e., h, E BRufcx,, n R”(Y). This is a 11 .jjy open set in IIy(X’), 
because the inclusions H4(X’) c Z?(X) c Liz(X’) are continuous by 4.3, 3”. 
Since antianalytic polynomials are 11. jly dense in Rq(X’), we can choose 
one, say p,, in jRy,(x,, with I/p,, -h, )I4 d l/n. For .f~ HP(X) we have 
I <f, pn - h,)l d Ilfll, llpn - 4 II4 G (l/~Wll, + 0, so that P,, -+ g weak* in 
R:(Y) as well. 
COROLLARY. X’-valued antianalytic polynomials, equipped with // .)I ,*, norm 
HP(X), that is, 
(IfI(p=~up{l(f,g)l:g: T-+x’ antiunalyticpolynomiuZ, llgl/,*< 1) 
for all f E HP(X). 
As regards the norm topology, we have 
4.7. THEOREM. 1” Zf X’ has RNP, then g, -+ g for all g E R;(,(x’). 
2” The following are equivalent: 
(a) x’ has RNP 
(b) X’ has aRNP and R4(X’) is dense in Z?$X’) 
3” The following are equivalent: 
(a) Rs(Y) = E&X’) (i.e., XE UMD) 
(b) R4(x’) is closed in Rg(X’) 
(c) Rq(X’) is closed in R:(Y) 
Proof: 1” By Corollary 4.4, the antianalytic projection hH”h is a 
bounded surjective operator Lq(X’, X) + AZ(Y). But if X’ has RNP, then 
L4(x’, X) =Lq(X’) [36, Corollary (5.3); 15, IV.l.11. Now fix ge &(X’), 
take any hE Lq(x’) with g= “h, and use that h, + h in Lq(x’) (2.2). It 
follows that g, = (“h), = “(h,) +“h = g. 
2” (a)*(b) Follows from 1”. (b)=z- (a) By Corollary 4.4, we can 
identify &(:(x’) with L4(X’, X)/H;(r). The density assumption then says 
that the canonical map 84(X’) -+ Lq(X’, X)/Hi(X) has dense image. Since 
x’ has aRNP, we have Hz(X) = H;(X) c Lq(x’) (2.7) and it is clear that 
the map i: Lq(X’)/H~(X’) + Lq(x’, X)/H;(Y) is an isometry. Consider 
now the commutative diagram of canonical maps 
fP(X’) -+ Lqx’, X)/H;(X’) 
\ /f 
LQ(X’)/H;(X’) 
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It follows that i has dense image as well and is thus surjective. This 
means L4(X’, X)= Lq(X’) + Hz(X)= Lq(X’), so that X’ has RNP [36, 
Corollary (5.3); 15, IV.l.11. 
3” (a)*(b)*(c) are trivial. (c)*(a) Let C, be a constant such 
that (1. (1 q < C,\J . (I ,* over Rq(X’). For a trigonometric polynomial f~ Lp(X), 
f” E HP(X), whence by Corollary 4.6, 
exactly as in the proof of Corollary 4.5, which also proves now (a). 
Remarks. (a) Part 2” shows that Rq(X’) is in general not dense in 
&(X’), e.g., certainly not if X’ E aRNP\RNP, e.g., if X = 1 O”, L”, 
C[21, (3.13)]. 
(b) In other words, the canonical map aq(X’) --f Lq(X’, X)/&(X’) in 
general does not have dense image. In contrast to this, the analogous 
map Rq(X’) + Lq(X’)/Hg(X’) always has dense image-it contains all 
equivalence classes (mod Hz(X)) of X/-valued trigonometric polynomials. 
(c) In the proof of 2”, we have had H$(X’) =H;(X’) and it was 
therefore trivial that i: Lq(X’)/Hg(X’) -+ Lq(X’, X)/Hz(X’) is an isometry. 
I claim that this is always true, i.e., without the aRNP assumption on X’: 
Take ge Lq(X’). Since g, ’ -+ g in Lq(X’) after 2.2, one can write 
II g + WW-‘)I1 .v(x’, x)/~;(r) 
= iSfX,) /18+~llLqX’,X) 
= inf sup IIg,+M,~~uP 
heff&r) r< 1 r<l Ht:;X.) Ilgr+ 4 
2 Fy, 11 gr + WV”)ll LV(X’)/H@“) = II&f + WW-‘)I1 L’4(X’)/H@“). 
The reverse inequality being trivial, the claim is proved. 
(d) Combining (b) and (c) yields: Rq(X’) is dense in Rz(X’) iff 
i: Lq(X’)/Hg(X’) -+ Lq(X’, X)/Hg(X’) is an isometric isomorphism. 
4.8. Discussion of Boundary Values 
Since, in general, &(X’) 3 Rq(X’) and even Rq(X’) functions on the 
disc possess “boundary values” g* E Lq(X’, X) on the circle only in a 
very weak sense, not much can be expected about boundary values of 
&(X’) functions. Anyway, if gE&(X’), then (x, g) ERR (4.3, 3”) with 
radial limit function (x, g ) * E Lq, for all x E X. I will pursue the question 
if this collection of Lq functions (x, g )* (x E X) gives rise to a single 
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function g*: T-t X’ with the property that for all x E X, (s, g*) = (x, g)* 
a.e. (the exceptional set allowed to vary with x). (Of course, if ge HY(X’), 
then its “boundary value” g* E Ly(X’, X)-the unique g* E Ly(X’, X) 
with g = P[g*]-does this job. But for a general gc H;(Y), such 
a g*-automatically scalarly measurable w.r.t. X-might exist without 
being in L”(X’, X).) The remote aim of this attempt would be, of course, 
to replace the action of the functional gE R;(X’) = HP(X)’ as 
lim,, i s (f, g,) dJ* (YE HP(X)) by a single integral J (A g*) & 
After Corollary 4.4, Rz(X’) = (“h:h E L4(X’, A’)}. Fix g = “h E BY,(Y) 
(hELY(X’, X)). Then, for any function g*: T+ X’, the condition 
V’x E X: (x, g*) = (x, g) * a.e. is equivalent to saying Vx E X: (x, g* ) = 
(x, “h) * = (“(x, h))* = “(x, h) a.e., where the last equality sign identifies 
the scalar BY-function O(x, h) with its boundary value. 
In the examples of the next section, it will be shown that, even for 
h E L”(X’, X), such a function g*: T-+ X’ need not exist. In these exam- 
ples, X= I’, JT, cO. In the first one, h is even strongly measurable, that is, 
h E L”(Y) = L”(1”). Since cb = I’ has RNP, thus Lm(f’, cO) = L”(I’), this 
is naturally also the case in the last example. What makes this one more 
interesting is the fact that, due to the RNP of X’= I’ and Theorem 6.7, 
g, + g strongly in nz( I ’ ) for all g E 8;( I ’ ), and the boundary behaviour of 
g can still be as bad as it can be. 
It is of course equivalent to construct these examples with the analytic 
instead of the antianalytic projection. 
5. EXAMPLES 
5.1. LEMMA. For 0 6 s < t < 27c and z E D: 
Im x’;,, Jz) =$ In e”-I 
I’ I ers - z 
Proo$ This is an elementary calculation and, of course, well known. 
I need some notation. The infinite dyadic tree is denoted by 
tr := {(m, j) E lVi: j< 2”) (cf. [27]). For (m, j) E tr put s,,,~ := j2-” .27c, 
t,,,j := (j+ 1) 2-“.2rc, so that T,,,j := [s,,,~, tmj) c [0,2n)= T is the jth 
dyadic interval of the mth generation. A number 9 E T is called dyadic 
if it is of the form 9 = smi for some (m, j) E tr. For 9 E T non-dyadic 
let B,:={(m,j)~tr:$~T~~} be the “branch” of the tree associated 
with 9. Obviously, r)(m,j)EB8 T,,,,= (9). For x=(x,)~~,~EC’~ put Imx:= 
Um x,LElrE W’. 
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5.2. EXAMPLE (co). There is f E L”(c,) such that 
(a) lim,, if”(re’$) exists for no 9 E Tin (1”, c(lOc, I’)). In particular, 
f” $ N(c,) because of Proposition 2.5; 
(b) there exists no function F: T-+ I m with the property Vx E 1’: 
(x, F(9)) = (ft.), x>” (9) ax. (9). 
Proof. I realize cO as c,(tr) and denote it again by co. Let (E,),, rmO be 
a positive null sequence, which will be specified later. 
Put f: T --) cO, f(9) := (.s,xrO, l,)(Q))(m,,jE fr. By the Pettis measurability 
theorem [lS, 11.1.21, f~ L”(c,,). By Lemma 5.1, 
so that for 9 non-dyadic, 
the limit taken coordinate-wise. (If 9 is dyadic, the coordinate-wise radial 
limit does not exist). To prove (a) and (b), it suffices to choose (E,) in such 
a way that this last tuple does not belong to 1” := Z”(tr), for all 
(non-dyadic) 9 E T. ((E,) has to be independent of 9, of course.) Now fix 
QE T non-dyadic. Since always (E, lnll -e’sl)(m,,)~ I”, one only has to 
estimate (~,lnle”mf-e’~1)~,,~,,~,, or the same expression only along 
(m,j)EBg. But for (m,j)EB$, 
E, lnle”w - ei31 d.s, lnltmj- 91 6s,ln(2-” .2x) 
= -ms,ln2+s,ln(2~)+ -cc (m+a), 
e.g., for E, := m- ‘I’, Q.E.D. 
The next example lives in the canonical predual B of the James tree 
space JT = B’ (see [27]). Since there is no lack of examples in more 
elementary Banach spaces (cf. also 3.5), the proof will be omitted. 
5.3. EXAMPLE (B). There is f~ Lr(JT’, JT) such that 
(a) lim,, If”(re’s) exists for no 9 E T in (JT’, o(JT’, JT)). In par- 
ticular, f” 4 N(B) because of Proposition 2.5 (note that f” = C[f]: D + B 
and that JT is separable [27]); 
(b) there exists no function F: T-+ JT’ with the property VXE JT: 
(x, F(9)) = (x,f(.)>” (9) a.e. (9). 
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5.4. EXAMPLE (I’). There isfc L”(/‘) such that 
(a) lim I- ,.f”(~“~) exists for no 9 E T in (I’, o(l’, co)). In particular, 
f” 4: N(I’) because of Proposition 2.5; 
(b) there exists no function F: I’-+ I’ with the property Vx E c,,: 
(4 F(S)) = <x,f(,))‘(W a.e. ($1. 
Proof: I realize Ii as I’(W) and denote it again by /‘. Let (E,),,~,, be 
a positive summable sequence, which wiil be specified later. 
Put f: T-, 1’7 f(g) := h,x~m,W)~m,j~w It is clear that f(S) is really in 
I’ = l’(tr) for all 9, and that l/f(8)\), = C,“=, E,. Moreover, f is strongly 
measurable by Pettis’ theorem [15,11.1.4]; that is feL”(f’). By 
Lemma 5.1, 
so that for 9 non-dyadic, 
the limit taken coordinate-wise. (If 9 is dyadic, the coordinate-wise radial 
limit does not exist.) To prove (a) and (b), it suffices to choose (Ed) in such 
a way that this last tuple does not belong to I’ = /I(W), for all (non-dyadic) 
9 E T. This will be achieved through the following 
LEMMA. For 9 non-dyadic, m 2 3, 
Accepting the lemma for a moment, we conclude as follows: Fix QE T 
non-dyadic, 
27rl/pm1 Imf”(ve”)ll I 2 f F,S,(Q) 2 f &,(m In 2 -In 2~) 
m=3 m=3 
=ln(2) f mc,-ln(27r) f &,=a, 
m=3 m=3 
e.g., for a, :== rne2, Q.E.D. 
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Proof of lemma. W.l.o.g., 9 E T,,,, (if 9 E Tmk, 0 f k < 2”, then putting 
&=9-s&T,,,, gives S,( 9) = S,( 3)). Now 
= ln(eih,zm-l - e’31 - lnl&-O - e’31 
= In1 - 1 - e”l - In1 1 - eia( 
2 -1nJl -e”l 
>---In9 
4 --In? 
2”’ 
since 9 E Tmo, Q.E.D. 
Note. Would we not have given away half of the terms in the first 
estimate, we could achieve the (irrelevant) improvement S,(9)> 
2 ln(2”/2n). 
Remark. Let f E Lm(f ‘(tr)) be the function just constructed. Since 
Re C, = ;P, + 1 and f is coordinate-wise real, we have “f = QP[f ] + f(O) - 
i Imf”, and Imf” is the function just computed. Bearing in mind that, by 
Corollary 4.4, “f E Ri((l’(tr)) = HP(co(tr))’ (all q E (1, co), l/p + l/q = l), 
there seems to be little hope for a simple description ofke.g.-Hp(co)‘. 
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